Chalk: composition, diagenesis and physical properties
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Chalk is a sedimentary rock of unusually high homogeneity on the scale where physical properties are measured, but the properties fall in wide ranges. Chalk may thus be seen as the ideal starting point for a physical understanding of rocks in general. Properties as porosity, permeability, capillary entry pressure, and elastic moduli are consequences of primary sediment composition and of subsequent diagenetic history as caused by microbial action, burial stress, temperature, and pore pressure. Porosity is a main determining factor for other properties. For a given porosity, the specific surface of the sediment controls permeability and capillary entry pressure. As diagenesis progresses, the specific surface is less and less due to the calcite component and more and more due to the fine-grained silicates, as a reflection of the coarsening and cementation of the calcite crystals. The elastic moduli, which define sonic velocity, are for a given porosity mainly controlled by the degree of pore-stiffening cementation, which may be quantified by effective medium modeling.

Diagenetic processes include mechanical compaction, pore-stiffening cementation, dissolution, and pore-filling cementation. Processes involving clay, silica, and calcite are interlinked, but progress differently in different localities. This partly depends on primary sediment composition, including organic content, which may induce the formation of concretions by microbial action. The diagenetic processes also depend on water depth, rate of burial, and over-pressuring. These factors cause the stress, temperature and pore-pressure to increase at different rates during burial in different localities.
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Chalk is of wide technical interest. It is used as a raw material for cement, as a means of controlling acidity in soil and neutralizing acid gases generated in power plants, as filler in paper and plastic and as white pigment. Major structures as the Channel Tunnel and the Øresund Fixed Link involved construction on chalk and tunneling in chalk. Where chalk has low porosity it may even be used as a building stone. Where more porous, chalk may be an important aquifer as in Southern England and Eastern Denmark, and last but not least it forms the reservoir for petroleum in the central North Sea. It is thus not solely of geological interest to understand the physical properties of chalk and to find out how geological processes control these physical properties. In the present paper chalk is discussed from the viewpoint of the technical geologist and main emphasis will be given to work completed by the author and her collaborators.

Chalk is a sedimentary rock where diagenetically altered calcareous nanofossils constitute a main component. It is typically derived from calcareous ooze of the ocean where temperature and nutrient conditions of the surface waters favor calcareous plankton (Berger & Winterer 1974). Where surface water is cold, siliceous ooze rather than calcareous ooze is found, and near the shore calcareous macrofossils or siliciclastic deposition dominate. The depth to which chalk deposition is possible is controlled by the solubility in the ocean water of the dead remains of calcitic plankton, described as the carbonate compensation depth. It has varied through geological history and varies with latitude and from ocean to ocean but at present ranges around 4.5 km (e.g. Berger 1973; Farrell & Prell 1989). The familiar chalk of the North Sea basin is recognized to be the result of a marked transgression in the Cretaceous causing parts of the continental shelf to enjoy sedimentary
environments similar to what we today find at deep sea oceanic plateaus and ridges (Håkansson et al. 1974; Surlyk 1997).

As seen from a 100 m distance chalk looks as a homogeneous white sedimentary rock; but the observer facing an outcrop or a drill core may find traces of bioturbation, hardgrounds, and intervals where the presence of clasts of chalk or other rocks in massive chalk indicate sediment transport by mass flow. Intervals may also be found where lamination and sorting indicate sediment transport by turbidites or traction currents or winnowing (Bromley 1967; Hancock 1975; Berger & Johnson 1976; Perch Nielsen 1979; Ekdale & Bromley 1984; Herrington et al. 1991; Scholle et al. 1998; Damholt & Surlyk 2004). The observer may also find intervals rich in siliceous fossils or clay, or the diagenetic equivalents chert, flaser structures...
and stylolites (Kennedy & Garrison 1975; Kastner 1981; Hill 1983).

If the observer sampling the chalk prepares thin sections and use an optical microscope or a scanning electron microscope, the chalk appears heterogeneous also at this scale: microfossils, clasts of larger fossils, chalk or other types of rock are unevenly distributed in a matrix of more or less disintegrated and recrystallized nannofossils. The chalk may have signatures of diagenesis: microfossils and fractures may be found to be more or less cemented by calcite, clay or silica. Other diagenetic signatures include molds, frequently after presumably siliceous fossils, pyrite and dolomite crystals as well as stylolites (Fig. 1, 2).

If now the observer takes a small sample and uses the high magnification of a scanning electron microscope it will appear that on this scale some of the homogeneity returns: each chalk particle is an aggregate of crystals or a single crystal of calcite with smooth crystal surfaces (Fig. 3; Andrews et al. 1975). If the observer rather uses an atomic force microscope where the resolution is extreme, the smooth calcite crystals will reveal themselves as rugged landscapes where calcium and carbonate ions leave and reunite with the calcite surface and thus persistently change the surface topography (Fig. 4; Stipp 2002). When studying chalk, the scale chosen must depend on the purpose of study and the scale at which the relevant observations and measurements can be made. When chalk is used as a raw material, or must be excavated, or forms the basis for construction work, or when chalk acts as a reservoir for hydrocarbons or water, the chalk properties are relevant on an outcrop scale: several tens of meters in depth by square-kilometer order of size in the horizontal

Fig. 2. Backscatter electron micrograph of stylolite from the Ontong Java Plateau, ODP Site 807, 1275.2 m below sea floor, in chalk facies limestone of upper Campanian – lower Maastrichtian age. The clay drape contains quartz and smectite-illite. White clasts in clay drape are probably biogenic apatite. White crystals in limestone are probably authigenic barite. Laboratory bulk sample porosity is 21.9%. Pore-filling calcite cement is localized at bioclasts rather than along the stylolite.
plane. Some physical properties as e.g. sonic velocities can be measured on that scale. At that large scale other properties may be derived by sampling and upscaling from a smaller scale (Frykman & Deutsch 2002). For an understanding of how the chalk composition and physical properties interrelate, the scale must be chosen on the cm to dm scale where several measurements and observations can be made: elasticity, strength, porosity, permeability, specific surface, capillary pressure curves, ultrasonic velocity, microtexture, mineralogical and chemical composition, wetting properties, ratio of stable isotopes; and also magnetic susceptibility and electric resistivity. Please note the latter two properties are not discussed here, and not fracturing either, although fracturing may have a large influence on the physical properties of a given chalk unit. The focus is on the chalk material itself.

In this paper emphasis will be given to chalk microtexture and burial diagenesis, on the resulting elastic properties, porosity, permeability and capillary entry pressure and how they vary among some hydrocarbon bearing North Sea chalk fields: Ekofisk, Valhall, South Arne, Valdemar, Tyra, Gorm and Dan

Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrographs of chalk of Maastrichtian age. (A) Partially or fully broken coccoliths from Stevns chalk with a porosity of 50%. The thin rods are modern organic remains. (B) Recrystallized chalk from Tor Formation of South Arne field with a porosity of 30%. Images were recorded by Morten Hjuler.
Fig. 4. Atomic force micrographs of calcite surface. In contact with a water phase, calcium and carbonate ions leave and settle on the calcite surface, so that the surface topography smoothens. Net dissolution or net precipitation depends on the relative rate of ions leaving and settling on the surface. Images (A) through (D) demonstrate how etch pits formed by adding milli-Q water to cleaved Iceland spar changes shape during 30 minutes (Harstad & Stipp 2007). Each step on the shown surface ([1 0 1 4]) represents one layer of ions, or ca 3 Å (0.0003 µm, Henriksen et al. 2004).

Fig. 5. (A) Sampled North Sea hydrocarbon bearing chalk fields. In addition to the hydrocarbon bearing chalk, water zone chalk was sampled (small dots) from Baron-2, I-1, Otto-1, Q-1, and T-3X near South Arne, and from Cecilie-1B, Gert-1, and West Lulu-1. (B) Sampled Ocean Drilling Program sites (http://iodp.tamu.edu/scienceops/maps/iodp-odp-dsdp2.pdf).
## Table 1. Previous studies on material used in the present paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locality</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Ontong Java Plateau</td>
<td>Lind et al. (1993)</td>
<td>Color bands in ooze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Berger &amp; Lind (1997)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lind (1993a)</td>
<td>Stylofile formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabricius &amp; Borre (2007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lind (1993b)</td>
<td>Mechanical compaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audet (1995)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urmos &amp; Wilkins (1993)</td>
<td>Velocity and porosity depth-trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urmos et al. (1993)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabricius et al. (in press)</td>
<td>Burial diagenesis, based on image analysis of back scatter electron micrographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Borre (1997)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Borre et al. (1997)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Borre &amp; Fabricius (1998)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Borre &amp; Fabricius (1999)</td>
<td>Elastic and static moduli as compared to Valhall and Tor fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gommesen &amp; Fabricius (2001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabricius (2003)</td>
<td>Review of burial diagenesis of chalk and presentation of the iso-frame model as a means to quantify chalk cementation from sonic data. Sonic velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Caribbean Sea</td>
<td>Lind (1997)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabricius &amp; Shogenova (1998)</td>
<td>Mechanical compaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabricius (2000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabricius (2001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mutti (2000)</td>
<td>Diagenesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabricius (2003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sea, Dan field</td>
<td>Lind &amp; Schieler (1994)</td>
<td>Stylolites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lind &amp; Gron (1996)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Røgen &amp; Fabricius (2002)</td>
<td>Microtexture and physical properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabricius et al. (2007b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabricius (2003)</td>
<td>Iso-frame modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Røgen et al. (2004)</td>
<td>Influence of porosity and fluid content on ultrasonic velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Røgen et al. (2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Larsen &amp; Fabricius (2004)</td>
<td>Water saturation normalized to pore surface, as derived from core data and well logs Permeability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sea, Gorm field</td>
<td>Lind et al. (1994)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mortensen et al. (1998)</td>
<td>Ultrasonic velocities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Borre (1998)</td>
<td>Water saturation normalized to pore surface, as derived from core data and well logs Diagenesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Borre &amp; Fabricius (2001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Larsen &amp; Fabricius (2004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Røgen et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Influence of porosity and fluid content on ultrasonic velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabricius &amp; Borre (2007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sea, Tyra field</td>
<td>Lind &amp; Gron (1996)</td>
<td>Microtexture and physical properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabricius et al. (2007b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Borre (1998)</td>
<td>Ultrasonic velocities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regen et al. (2001)</td>
<td>Image analysis of electron micrographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sea, Valdemar field</td>
<td>Prasad et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Petrophysical analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sea, South Arne field</td>
<td>Fabricius et al. (2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sea, Valhall field</td>
<td>Regen &amp; Fabricius (2002)</td>
<td>Microtexture and physical properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sea, Valhall field</td>
<td>Fabricius et al. (2007b)</td>
<td>Iso-frame modeling of chalk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabricius (2003)</td>
<td>Influence of porosity and fluid content on ultrasonic velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabricius et al. (2007a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japsen et al. (2004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regen et al. (2004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regen et al. (2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vejbaek et al. (2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sea, Ekofisk field</td>
<td>Fabricius et al. (in press)</td>
<td>Relationship between burial stress and physical properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sea, Regional chalk water zone</td>
<td>Gommesen &amp; Fabricius (2001)</td>
<td>Elastic properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regen &amp; Fabricius (2002)</td>
<td>Microtexture and physical properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabricius et al. (2007b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sea, Regional chalk water zone</td>
<td>Regen &amp; Fabricius (2002)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fabricius et al. (2007b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sea, Regional chalk water zone</td>
<td>Fabricius et al. (in press)</td>
<td>Burial stress and physical properties</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Fig. 5; Hurst 1983; Brewster \textit{et al.} 1986; Doyle \& Conlin 1990; Farmer \& Barkved 1999; Kristensen \textit{et al.} 1995; Mackertich \& Goulding 1999; Jakobsen \textit{et al.} 2004). The North Sea data also comprise results from a study of the chalk water zone in the Northern part of the Danish sector of the Central North Sea (Fabricius \textit{et al.} in press), whereas no outcrop data or data from hydrocarbon-bearing low-porosity chalk of the English sector is included. Chalk samples from the non-hydrocarbon-bearing deep sea oceanic plateaus are represented by material from the Ontong Java Plateau where chalk sediments are thick and from the Caribbean Sea where the chalk sediments are mixed with silicates (Kroenke \textit{et al.} 1991; Sigurdsson \textit{et al.} 1997).

Data
Most data discussed in the present paper have already been reported and discussed in various contexts and published in the papers outlined in Table 1.

Chalk composition
Primary components
The main component of chalk is calcareous nanofossil mud of clay to silt size, frequently with admixtures of sand-size calcareous microfossils, so that chalk has a mudstone or wackestone microtexture, and less frequently a packstone microtexture. Grainstones occur rarely in the North Sea chalk and were also only rarely seen in the sediment cores from Ontong Java Plateau and the Caribbean Sea (Crabtree \textit{et al.} 1996; Kroenke \textit{et al.} 2001; Sigurdsson \textit{et al.} 1997). In North Sea chalk larger calcareous fossils may be found intact or as represented by bioclasts. Entire calcareous macrofossils are a main reason for a macro-palaeontological interest in the chalk, but probably only rarely contribute to the overall physical properties of the chalk.

In addition to calcareous components, the chalk may contain remains of siliceous nanoplanton and microfossils, and chalk may vertically or laterally grade into diatomites or spiculites (Calvert 1974). In the North Sea chalk, remains of siliceous sponges are not uncommon (Maliva \& Dickson 1992), and in the deep sea chalk phosphatic fossil remains are also seen (Fig. 2). Siliciclastic material and heavy minerals in chalk may be transported from the continent by wind or when the coast is not too far away, via rivers and via turbidites from delta-slopes. Another source of silicates is volcanic ash (Kroenke \textit{et al.} 1991; Sigurdsson \textit{et al.} 1997; Simonsen \& Toft 2006).

In deep sea as well as North Sea chalk, most intervals are dominated by bioturbation, so that primary sedimentary structures are obscured although the overall composition indicates a "pelagic rain" mode of deposition (Ekdale \& Bromley 1984). In some intervals sedimentary structures and particle sorting indicates that the sediment was transported or winnowed by traction currents (Herrington \textit{et al.} 1991; Kroenke \textit{et al.} 1991). In other intervals, the presence of chalk intraclasts indicates that the sediment was re-deposited by mass flow (Herrington \textit{et al.} 1991; Kroenke \textit{et al.} 1991; Damholt \& Surylk 2004).

The chalk may be bedded, typically on a decimeter to meter scale as visible from systematic variations in grayness or in degree of oil staining and as reflected in systematic variations in induration, porosity, silicate content and possibly depositional texture. The bedding may indicate deposition via turbidites, climatically controlled variations in plankton composition and influx of silicates, or may indicate intermittent deposition followed by sea floor diagenesis (Kroenke \textit{et al.} 1991; Sigurdsson \textit{et al.} 1997; Scholle \textit{et al.} 1998; Henriksen \textit{et al.} 1999; Damholt \& Surylk 2004).

Diagenetic components
Diagenetic components may be the result of bacterial action, or they may be the result of chemical equilibration between minerals and pore water typically taking place during burial under increasing temperature. Where the carbonate ooze is relatively rich in organic material, as is typically the case near the shore, the results of bacterial action may dominate the diagenetic structures and mineralogy, whereas the ooze is poorer in organic material, the result of chemical equilibration with pore water will dominate (see e.g. D’Hondt \textit{et al.} 2003 on bacteria in pelagic sediments). In newly deposited carbonate ooze, organic components are more or less preserved. They include the polysaccharides which formed a template for the growth of calcite within the living organism (Henriksen \textit{et al.} 2004). The ooze is generally light brown. It thus contains organic material, which is a source of energy for macroscopic sediment feeders, whose burrowing activity leave behind trace fossils. It is also a source of energy for microorganisms whose activity may result in precipitation of minerals. Where the sea bottom for a period is left with no significant sedimentation, it is thus probably microbial action which is reflected in the formation of components which
are not seen in sediments dominated by burial diagenesis: glauconite, and phosphatic nodules, or in precipitation of carbonate in the ooze of the sea floor so that a hardground forms (Hancock 1975; Mutti & Bernoulli 2003).

In an environment with continuous sedimentation, bacteria clean away the organic coating of the sediment particles while the sediment is gradually buried. Some organic material may be left in the chalk (Bürki et al. 1982; Stax & Stein 1993), some of it possibly enclosed in crystals and thus protected from microorganisms. The action of sulphate reducing bacteria not only removes organic material, it also extracts iron and other heavy metals from volcanic ash, metal oxides, and clay, resulting in the formation of pyrite (Lind et al. 1993; Musgrave et al. 1993). The degradation of organic matter from siliceous fossils may release barium to the pore water, resulting in the precipitation or growth of barite, which already may nucleate in the sea water before sedimentation (Cronan 1974; Baker et al. 1982).

With removal of the organic coating on the fossils, chemical equilibration between the minerals constituting the fossils and other components of the sediment and the pore water can take place. Low-magnesium calcite recrystallizes and fossils of high-magnesium calcite and aragonite will dissolve and release not only calcium and carbonate ions but also magnesium and strontium among other metal ions to the pore water. The released Mg may precipitate in dolomite (Hancock 1975). Dolomite was found in North Sea chalk (Fig. 1), but not in chalk from Ontong Java Plateau, probably as a reflection of the absence of high magnesium carbonate in the deep sea ooze. The released strontium may be incorporated in barite or form celestite (Delaney & Linn 1993; Lyons et al. 2000, Fabricius & Borre 2007).

If the transport of water through the sediment is negligible (as is probably the case in chalk during burial (Jørgensen 1987)), the recrystallization of calcite causes oxygen and carbon isotopes of the solid phase to equilibrate with the carbon and oxygen isotopes of the dissolved bicarbonate and the oxygen of the water. When temperature increases, the tendency for the solid phase to prefer the heavier isotopes diminishes, but because the solid phase contains much more carbon than the pore water, the carbon isotopes of the solid will not change much during this process. In highly porous sediments, the pore water contains more oxygen than the solid phase and it will have a large influence on the isotope ratio of the calcite, which progressively loses O\(^{18}\), as reflected in a lowering of δ\(^{18}\)O with increasing temperature and burial (Fig. 6; Jørgensen 1987). The decline in δ\(^{18}\)O takes place at shallower depth in the Caribbean Site 999 than at Site 807 in the Ontong Java Plateau, probably as a reflection of the high content of volcanic ash, which incorporates O\(^{18}\) from the pore water during its diagenesis to smectite (Lawrence & Gieskes 1981).

At the time of deposition siliceous fossils are composed of opal-A, which has a relatively high solubility, so that with removal of the organic coating during burial, opal-A equilibrates with pore water of a relatively high Si-concentration. If siliceous fossils are rare they may go totally into dissolution and leave molds behind. As the sediment ages and when the temperature increases as a consequence of burial, opal-CT becomes the dominating silica phase (Fig. 6). Opal-CT is in equilibrium with pore water with a lower Si-concentration than opal-A, so it may now precipitate as sub-micron-size aggregates floating in water of pores or open fractures and gradually cause all opal-A to disappear. At this stage, in silica rich beds or fractures (Madirazza 1965), burial-diagenetic chert may form in equilibrium with the pore water. At still deeper burial opal-CT transforms to quartz and the Si-concentration in the pore water equilibrates at a still lower level (Kastner 1981; Maliva & Dickson 1992).

In an environment rich in organic matter, pyrite and sulphates may via microbial action grow as concretions. Opal may also, possibly under microbial action, dissolve and reprecipitate, forming chert concretions. Although it has been suggested that chert formation involves redox-reactions and pH-gradients in the pore water (e.g. Clayton 1986) it may be simpler to invoke direct microbial involvement in the precipitation. Concretions grow at the expense of calcite in the host chalk (Maliva & Siever 1989; Dewers & Ortoleva 1990). Chert may in this environment form at modest burial in a sediment rich in siliceous fossils (Hancock 1975).

Silicates in the chalk are predominantly clay minerals (Lindgreen et al. 2002). The shallowest deep sea samples from Ontong Java Plateau (ODP Site 807) and the Caribbean Sea (ODP Sites 999 and 1001) contain predominantly mixed smectite-chlorite, probably derived from volcanic ash. With depth it gradually recrystallizes to pure smectite, while releasing iron to the pore water and incorporating Mg (Fabricius & Borre 2007). In ODP Site 999, smectite was also provided to the sediments from a continental source, probably by distant turbidites from a river delta deposit (Sigurdsson et al. 1997). With depth the smectite is replaced by mixed smectite-illite (Fig. 6). For the studied North Sea samples a depth wise change in clay mineralogy is observed: from smectite-illite via illite-smectite to smectite-chlorite (Fig. 6). This trend is reflected in the different chalk fields:
the Dan field samples mainly contain smectite-illite, the deeper Ekofisk field mainly illite-smectite, whereas smectite-chlorite is found in the deep water zone samples. In the South Arne field, kaolinite was found both as detrital clasts and as precipitate in the pores, possibly formed at the expense of dissolved feldspar (Fabricus et al. 2007a). Clay minerals may upon recrystallization remain disseminated in the sediment or form stylolites or diagenetic flaser structures (a network of anastomosing microstylolites) as a reflection of the original distribution of clay (Lind 1993a; Fabricius & Borre 2007). In bedded chalk, stylolites may thus be relatively frequent in intervals with low porosity (Scholle et al. 1998). In addition to clay minerals, zeolites and feldspar may precipitate in the

Fig. 6. Regional depth trends in mineralogy, stable oxygen isotope ratios, and porosity. For the deep sea samples where water depth is on a km scale, the depth is given with reference to the sea floor. For North Sea samples, the depth is relative to mean sea level, but because the North Sea is so shallow (less than 100 m), the depth scales are roughly comparable. Figures (A) and (B) are annotated with respect to locality and also chalk samples with less than 90% carbonate are included. Figures (C) and (D) are annotated with respect to micro-texture and only samples where micro-texture is known are included.
chalk as a result of burial diagenesis (Kastner 1981; Williams & Crerar 1985; Williams et al. 1985; Fabricius & Borre 2007).

Porosity

At the sea floor, newly deposited calcareous ooze has porosity around 70% and water is thus the main component (Fig. 6). The porosity of the newly deposited sediment is interparticle porosity between the sediment grains and intraparticle porosity within shells of microfossils as foraminifers and radiolarians. The studied samples are from the central North Sea and deep sea plateaus where continuous burial is generally the rule and hardground formation is rare. Under these conditions porosity declines as a consequence of the load of the increasing overburden concurrent with isotopic equilibration between porewater and sediment (Fig. 6). Down to below 800 m the microfossils remain hollow and we find a relatively narrow porosity-depth trend irrespective of chalk texture (Fig. 6). This is because the intrafossil porosity is largely balanced by the contribution to the solid from the fossil shell (Borre & Fabricius 1999; Fabricius & Borre 2007).

After the onset of stylolite formation below 800 meters of depth (Lind 1993a), pressure dissolution presumably adds calcium and carbonate ions to the pore water and pore-filling cementation takes place. The porosity shifts to a lower level, but varies from less than 20% to more than 40% at the same burial depth. Microfossils and molds become filled with carbonate cement, and the depositional texture is now to some extent reflected in the porosity (Fig. 6), but the pattern is complicated by the grain size distribution in the carbonate mud. Where the mud is well sorted and dominated by silt-size nannofossil remains, the porosity will be relatively high, but the porosity will be relatively low where a clay-size component of detrital and diagenetic clay minerals, diagenetic silica or fine nannofossil debris is admixed (Lind & Grøn 1996; Borre & Fabricius 1999; Røgen et al. 2001; Røgen & Fabricius 2002; Fabricius & Borre 2007; Fabricius et al. 2007b).

Re-deposited, clast-bearing chalk have in some cases been found to have relatively high porosity (Hatton 1986; Fabricius et al. in press), probably as a reflection of a mudstone microtexture and sorting of the mud matrix related to the depositional mechanism. Fabricius & Borre (2007) found samples of re-deposited chalk from the Ontong Java Plateau to have relatively high mud matrix porosity, although the total porosity of these samples was low when the content of cemented microfossils was high. In other cases clast-bearing and clearly re-deposited chalk was not found to be anomalously porous (Herrington et al. 1991; Fabricius et al. 2007b). In line with these observations Maliva & Dickson (1992) found no direct link between porosity and mode of deposition of chalk in the Eldfisk Field. They found a better correlation between content of non-carbonates and porosity.

In hydrocarbon-bearing chalk, depth-wise porosity reduction tends to be arrested, so that porosity remains high for a given burial depth (Fig. 6; Scholle 1977). Valhall samples have a high δ18O relative to burial depth. This indicates introduction of hydrocarbons at shallow burial (Fig. 6), because where a large part of the pore space is taken up by hydrocarbons, only little water is present, and δ18O must remain high. For the remaining samples, δ18O declines until around 2800 m burial; but a depth-wise porosity reduction is only obvious in the ODP-samples (to around 1000 m depth). This indicates a temperature (depth) control on δ18O, but that porosity-reduction is not directly controlled by temperature (Fabricius et al. in press).

Burial diagenetic porosity reduction in chalk

Porosity reduction during burial takes place by two mechanisms: mechanical compaction, and pore filling cementation. Both are linked to the drainage history and the stress caused by the load of the overburden – mechanical compaction directly, pore filling cementation indirectly via pressure dissolution at stylolites.

Mechanical compaction of chalk

Geotechnical loading experiments on chalk from outcrops around the North Sea, on North Sea reservoir cores, and on deep-sea cores designate mechanical compaction to be the major porosity reducing agent down to porosities of 50% in and some cases even to 40% (Jones et al. 1984; Ruddy et al. 1989; Lind 1993b; Fabricius 2000, 2001, 2003). The governing stress is the highest experienced effective stress, σ′, as defined by Terzaghi (1923):

\[ \sigma' = \sigma - U \]  

where \( \sigma \) is the total load of the overburden and \( U \) is the pore pressure. The mechanical compaction is the effect of the stress-dependent consolidation and the
Fig. 7. Effect of stress and temperature on diagenesis as reflected in porosity and iso-frame value. Iso-frame value is a number describing pore-stiffness on a scale from 0 to 1 as modeled from sonic velocity, mineralogy and porosity. Samples all represent >90% carbonate. The temperature is represented by Lopatin's time-temperature index TTI. The depth axis of Fig. 6 is now replaced by respectively total stress, effective stress calculated according to Terzaghi’s law, TTI, and effective stress calculated by taking Biot’s coefficient into account (Refer Fig. 11). Because the chalk commonly may be assumed to be water wet, the pressure in the water phase has been used in the present calculations, but if for arguments sake, the (higher) pressure in the hydrocarbon phase is used, the change in pattern is barely visible (Fabricius et al. in press). The solid line in (B) represents the effective stress interval of mechanical compaction, the stippled lines represent intervals of only limited porosity reduction. The solid line in (D) represents TTI of pore-filling cementation in the cold deep sea settings, probably reflecting the transition from opal-CT to quartz, which causes concentration of Si in pore water to drop, and Ca to be released from silicate-complexes. The arrow in (B) represents the onset of pressure dissolution and consequent cementation in warm (North Sea) settings, where a TTI sufficient for opal-CT – quartz transition has already been met at lower effective stress.
time-dependent creep (Krogsbøll & Foged 2003). When this is taken into consideration, pre-consolidation may be estimated from consolidation data, and it can be deduced at which effective burial depth mechanical compaction was arrested in a given setting (Fabricius 2000, 2003).

When rather than depth, total burial stress, $\sigma$, is plotted versus porosity, the gap between ODP and North Sea samples disappears due to the weight of the deep water at the ODP localities (Fig. 6C, 7A). In the Chalk Group of the central North Sea, the pore pressure is significantly higher than hydrostatic, probably because a rapid Cenozoic subsidence and sediment deposition has prevented drainage equilibrium and thus caused the building up of pore-pressure (e.g. Japsen 1998). This over-pressure varies regionally, so in order to interpret the porosity decline, it is the effective stress rather than the total stress which must be plotted against porosity, and a mechanical compaction trend down to a $\sigma'$ of ca. 4 MPa becomes apparent (Fig. 7B; Gommesen & Fabricius 2001).

The mechanical compaction may occur concurrently with the time- and temperature-dependent recrystallization of the calcite as deduced from chemical data by Baker et al. (1982) and from petrography and image analysis by Borre & Fabricius (1998). It must be emphasized that recrystallization is not in itself porosity-reducing, although the smoothening of particles may further the mechanical compaction (Borre & Fabricius 1998). This is also reflected in the modeling results of Audet (1995) although he did not mention the possibility.

Even when recrystallization of calcite has caused the calcite particles to form interfaces in the form of contact cement, mechanical compaction may still occur if loading resume after an intermission under normal burial conditions, or where hydrocarbon production has lead to the lowering of pore pressure and consequent increase in effective stress. In these cases mechanical compaction involves breaking crystals or probably more easily the contact cement and thus involves forcing the water molecules that bridge the crystal faces to detach from one face. This process apparently is relatively easy when the pores are saturated with water, which is a polar fluid, so that water is available to ensure that the surface charges on the exposed crystal face are neutralized. If a polar fluid is not available, electrical forces will work against the breakage. Mechanical tests have consequently shown that compaction requires higher stress when the saturating fluid is less polar, so that oil-saturated or dry chalk can withstand more stress than water saturated chalk (Risnes 2001; Risnes et al. 2005).

Several workers have discussed this phenomenon of “water weakening”, and several alternative mechanisms have been proposed. Some authors attribute the phenomenon to surface tension between e.g. air and water resting as menisci around grain contacts of a partially saturated chalk (Delage et al. 1996), but this mechanism does not explain the stiffness of oil-saturated chalk. Other authors invoke pressure dissolution at calcite grain contacts (Hellmann et al. 2002), although pressure dissolution would supposedly strengthen rather than weaken the rock, as it causes an increase in the crystal-crystal contact area. Also more purely chemical mechanisms have been suggested, where Ca-ions adsorbed to the calcite at grain contacts cause a net diffusion of Ca-ions away from the contacts due to electrical repulsion, and thus dissolution at contacts (Heggheim et al. 2005). This setting would though rather lead to a stable condition where relatively few Ca-ions adsorb to the calcite near grain contacts.

Cementation in chalk

Depending on natural loading rate, the mechanical compaction is at some stage halted by the contact cement. A cementation front involving pore-filling cementation may occur immediately – as is the case in ODP Sites 999 and 1001, or after a transition interval at a higher effective stress as is the case in ODP Site 807 (Fig. 7B, 8B; Fabricius 2000). Micro-stylolites or flaser structures were found from 572 meters below sea floor in the Caribbean Site 999 corresponding to an effective stress of ca. 4.5 MPa and are directly correlated with the onset of pore-filling cementation. In Site 807 from the Ontong Java Plateau, microstylolites were observed from a depth of 490 meters below sea floor at an effective stress of ca. 3 MPa, proper stylolites from a depth of 830 meters below sea floor, corresponding to an effective stress of ca. 5.7 MPa, but the cementation front was not observed until an effective stress of 6.6 MPa. The discrepancy between the two sites indicates that dissolution at stylolites and precipitation of cement are controlled by different mechanisms (Fabricius 2000).

That formation of stylolites is controlled by effective stress rather than temperature, burial depth or total stress is indicated by the North Sea data. Stylolites were not observed in the sampled interval of the cores from Valhall, which are relatively deeply buried, but are under a relatively low effective stress; whereas stylolites were noted in less deeply buried chalk of similar age and texture in the Dan, Gorm and Tyra fields (Fig. 8A, B). On the other hand, in silicate-rich cold deep sea chalk of the Caribbean sites 999 and 1001, microstylolites were noted at lower
The source of cement is thus assumed to be pressure dissolution at the clay-calcite interface in a stylolite, rather than at calcite-calcite interface. Pressure dissolution at calcite-calcite interfaces was postulated by Scholle (1977) although he saw no petrographic evidence in chalk, similarly Maliva & Dickson (1992) studied chalk from the Eldfisk field and only found little evidence of intergranular pressure dissolution and found stylolites to be the major source of cement. Lind & Schiøler (1994) found that the clay drape of stylolites from the Dan field has different composition from the clay dispersed in the chalk, indicating that stylolites form at distinctive pre-cursers as for example ash beds or clay beds. Calcium and carbonate ions released by pressure dissolution at stylolites do not preferably precipitate in the immediate neighborhood of stylolites (Fig. 1, 2; Lind 1991; Lind & Grøn 1996). On the other hand, a link between pore-filling cementation and the presence of stylolites implies that silicate-poor intervals with rare stylolites may stay porous even where no hydrocarbons are present until stress is high enough for calcite-calcite pressure dissolution. Experiments by Zubtsov et al. (2005) indicate than pressure disso-
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**Fig. 8.** Porosity and iso-frame values vs. stress and TTI corresponding to Fig. 7. Here all chalk samples are included, irrespective of carbonate content.
lution of calcite crystals requires stress above 50 MPa, corresponding to a burial depth of around 5 kilometers.

Precipitation of cement is a chemical process and may be linked to a reaction requiring activation energy. It should thus be correlated to the time—temperature index of Lopatin, TTI (Waples 1980) which describes the cumulative effect of the time a sedimentary rock experiences in each 10° temperature interval during burial. Pore-filling cementation does indeed seem to take place in a narrow TTI interval in pure chalk (Fig. 7D), and at a lower TTI in the silicate rich chalk (Fig. 8D). The controlling chemical process is though hardly precipitation of calcite, as it takes place readily during recrystallization. Indeed a more likely candidate is the transition from opal-CT to quartz, because it depends on temperature and time and because it will change the concentration of Si in the pore water (Kastner 1981). The mechanism is that a relatively high concentration of Si maintains an apparent super-saturation of Ca in the pore water via formation of aqueous complexes (Fabricius & Borre 2007). Accordingly, in both ODP Site 999 of the Caribbean Sea and ODP Site 807 of the Ontong Java Plateau, the calcite cementation front concurs with a drop in Si in the pore water (Lyons et al. 2000; Fabricius & Borre 2007).

An apparent supersaturation of Ca in the pore water of chalk has been explained in alternative ways. It was attributed to an affect of magnesium ions (Neugebauer 1974), but a reduction in Ca-activity due to the presence of Mg is not enough to explain the apparent supersaturation, and the presence or potential presence of a Mg-bearing calcite phase has been postulated (Berner 1975; Fabricius 2003), but was not noted by electron microscopy of chalk. The presence of organic coating on some coccoliths (Bürki et al. 1982) would not cause super saturation of calcite, as it would not hinder precipitation on uncoated crystals.

Below the cementation front, porosity is stable or vanes quietly (Fig. 6C, 7A,B,D, 8A,B,D). It is obvious though that hydrocarbons have a positive effect on porosity preservation, such that water zone chalk has lower porosity than chalk from the hydrocarbon bearing fields (Fig. 8). It is characteristic that water leg samples from the fields plot on trend with regional water zone data (Fig. 8; Andersen 1995). The hydrocarbon bearing intervals have water as well as oil in the pores, and when the water content is normalized to area of the pore-surface, a pseudo water film thickness can be derived (Engstrøm 1995), which is 1) more than sufficient to cover the pore walls, 2) forms a rough gradient with depth as a reflection of capillary pressure, 3) compares with mercury-air capillary curves recalculated and normalized to water film thickness (Larsen & Fabricius 2004; Fabricius et al. 2005; Fabricius et al. 2007a). The water saturation at high capillary pressures is thus not constant, and an irreducible zone where continuity in the wetting phase is lost (Anderson 1987) has not been reported in the chalk reservoirs.

The hydrocarbon effect may be caused by several factors, including inhibition of pressure dissolution, slow diffusion in the water phase, and adsorption of polar hydrocarbons to the calcite surface inhibiting precipitation of calcite. Although polar hydrocarbons adsorb readily on calcite surfaces in a hydrocarbon medium (e.g. Madsen et al. 1996; Madsen et al. 1998), and polar hydrocarbons adsorb readily from air (Stipp 2002), polar hydrocarbons that are soluble in water adsorb more readily on silicates than on calcite (Madsen & Lind 1998; Clausen et al. 2001), so it is possible that the hydrocarbon effect is caused by adsorption of hydrocarbons to the stylolites and consequent choking of the pressure solution process (Fabricius 2003). Hydrocarbon bearing chalk may be extensively recrystallized, indicating chemical equilibration via diffusion in the pore water even in hydrocarbon bearing intervals (Fig. 3B).

**Elastic properties of chalk**

The elastic properties of a linear elastic material may be described by elastic moduli (Fjaer et al. 1992; Mavko et al. 1998). The bulk modulus, $K$, describes the ratio of hydrostatic stress, $\sigma_\nu$, to volumetric strain, $\varepsilon_\nu$:

$$K = \frac{\sigma_\nu}{\varepsilon_\nu}$$  

(2)

Because the strain signifies the relative change in volume it has no unit, so $K$ and the other elastic moduli will have the unit of pressure or stress, typically GPa.

The shear modulus, $G$, describes the ratio of shear stress, $\sigma_\gamma$, to total shear strain, $\gamma$:

$$G = \frac{\sigma_\gamma}{\gamma}$$  

(3)

The ratio of uniaxial stress, $\sigma$, to uniaxial strain, $\varepsilon$, under the condition that no deformation is possible in directions perpendicular to the stress, i.e. conditions found in a sedimentary basin, is called the Oedometer modulus, $M$:

$$M = \frac{\sigma}{\varepsilon}$$  

(4)

When sound waves propagate through an elastic medium, the velocity of pressure waves, $v_p$, and shear
waves, \( v_p \) is determined by the bulk density of the material \( \rho_b \) and the elastic moduli:

\[
v_p^2 = \frac{M}{\rho_b} \tag{5}
\]

\[
v_s^2 = \frac{G}{\rho_b} \tag{6}
\]

M is in this context referred to as P-wave modulus.

Sedimentary rocks like chalk are porous media and composites of solid and pore-fluid. Water saturated chalk is mainly composed of calcite and water, and dry chalk is mainly composed of calcite and air. The bulk density will thus be larger for water saturated than for dry chalk:

\[
\rho_b = \rho_{\text{calcite}} (1-\phi) + \rho_{\text{pore}} \phi \tag{7}
\]

where \( \rho_{\text{calcite}} \) is density of calcite, \( \phi \) is porosity, and \( \rho_{\text{pore}} \) is density of pore fluid. In hydrocarbon reservoirs the pore fluid will typically be a heterogeneous mixture of hydrocarbons (oil or gas) and saline water.

Because it is a porous rock, chalk is not a linear elastic medium, and when a stress is applied to chalk it will tend to deform plastically by porosity reduction already before the stress level of pore-collapse where mechanical compaction becomes dominating (Andersen 1995; Krogsbøll & Foged 2003). However, for deformation by sound waves (dynamic deformation) the permanent deformation is insignificant and we may assume linear elasticity in the dynamic case. It has been a general observation that elastic moduli for chalk as measured by geotechnical methods (static deformation) are smaller than would be expected from sonic velocity and density (Schön 1996; and e.g. Henriksen et al. 1999; Gommesen & Fabricius 2001). The apparent difference though may be due to experimental difficulties (Olsen et al. in press a) and in the following discussion it is assumed that P-wave modulus, \( M \), calculated from \( v_p \) and \( \rho_b \) is an upper bound for undrained Oedometer modulus, \( M_{\text{e}} \) corresponding to elastic deformation in the sedimentary basin.

Modeling of elastic properties of chalk

Interpreting sonic velocity in carbonates may give useful information on composition; porosity, and pore structure (Castagna et al. 1993; Lind 1997; Fabricius & Shogenova 1998; Anselmeti & Eberli 2001; Prasad et al. 2005), but modeling of sonic velocity requires reference to the elastic parameters, because it allows the use of the laws of mechanics. One purpose of modeling is to optimize the prediction of sonic velocity from density or from porosity and vice versa (Hvid, 1998; Walls et al. 1998; Anderson 1999; Henriksen et al. 1999; Jacobsen et al. 1999; Japsen et al. 2004). Another purpose is to interpret the effect of composition of the pore fluid on velocity- and density data (Megson 1992; Borre et al. 2004; Japsen et al. 2004; Røgen et al. 2004; Gommesen et al. 2007).

When modeling a set of data, it is thus commonly a goal to optimize the match between data points and a curve in e.g. the density – bulk modulus plane. However, if we wish both to predict sonic velocity from density, and achieve information on e.g. degree of cementation, we need to construct a more rigorous physical model. This may be done in different ways: by modeling grain contacts (Dvorkin et al. 1994) or by effective media modeling of discrete pores in a solid (Berryman 1980), or of mixtures of suspended solids in spherical pores in a solid (Fabricius 2003). For a comparison of different chalk models refer to Røgen, et al. (2004); Gommesen et al. (2007); Olsen et al. (in press b).

An effective medium model which is designed for chalk is the iso-frame model (Fabricius 2003; Fabricius et al. 2007a). It is based on the model of Hashin & Shtrikman (1963). These authors defined bounds for the elastic moduli of mixtures of two components. The bounds are modeled as hollow spherical shells of one component of a continuum of sizes filling out the space, where the other component fills the spheres. The relative thickness of the walls of the spherical shells is defined from the amount of each component. The upper bound thus refers to the case where the component with highest shear modulus forms the spherical shells, the lower bound where the component with lowest shear modulus forms the spherical shells. The thick outer curves on Fig. 9 refer to the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds for P-wave modulus and shear modulus of mixtures of calcite and water and calcite and air. The lower bound for P-wave modulus corresponds to a suspension of calcite in water or air and is extremely low for mixtures of calcite and air. As porosity approaches zero, the lower bound becomes undefined. The lower bound for shear modulus is zero for mixtures with fluid or air because fluids have a shear modulus of zero.

In the iso-frame model the space between the bounds of Hashin & Shtrikman is filled by iso-frame curves. Each of the curves is defined as an Hashin-Shtrikman upper bound for a mixture of a solid and a suspension, where a constant part of the solid is in suspension and the remaining part (IF) is in the frame. In the simple case of one solid and one fluid, the model is formulated as:
and for the shear modulus $G$:

$$G = \left( \frac{\phi + (1-\text{IF}) (1-\phi)}{\zeta} + \frac{\text{IF}(1-\phi)}{G_{\text{calcite}} + \zeta} \right)^{-1} - (9)$$

and where for wet samples:

$$K_{\text{sus}} = \left( \frac{\phi}{K_{\text{water}}} + \frac{(1-\phi)(1-\text{IF})}{K_{\text{calcite}}} \right)^{-1} - (11)$$

whereas for dry samples:

$$K_{\text{sus}} = K_{\text{air}} - (12)$$

The P-wave modulus then becomes:

$$M = K + 4/3 G - (13)$$

The iso-frame model may be formulated with the critical porosity concept and with any number of phases (Fabricius et al. 2007a). The critical porosity for chalk is typically 70%, corresponding to seabottom porosity (Fig. 6C). By using critical porosity as an endpoint, the iso-frame model becomes less physically rigorous, but the iso-frame-value calculated from different moduli gives a good match (Røgen et al. 2004, Olsen et al. in press b).

Iso-frame modeling can be done from porosity and one elastic modulus. The compiled chalk data indicate that P-wave moduli for water saturated (wet) or dry samples give similar IF, while wet $G$ tends to indicate 0.05 higher IF and dry $G$ 0.1 higher IF. The discrepancy still allows a good prediction of e.g. dry bulk modulus from wet $M$. The discrepancy may be inherent in the model, but it should be noted that when the difficulty of achieving 100% water saturation, and when the uncertainty of how to predict the elasticity of a mixed pore fluid is taken into account, IF from wet $G$ is not significantly different from IF from wet or dry $M$ (Fabricius et al. 2007a). These observations though, do not solve the problem of high IF from dry $G$. It is a possibility that the relatively high shear modulus of dry sedimentary rock is linked to the relatively high pore collapse stress of dry rock and thus possibly to the apparent high shear strength of the water film bridging the cemented interfaces of the dry chalk.

Low porosity samples from ODP Site 807 tend to have lower IF than low porosity North Sea samples, and samples from Valhall and South Arne fields have relatively high IF for a given porosity (Fig. 9). The iso-frame value gives a measure of cementation or pore-stiffness for a given porosity. Because it is formulated as a proportion of the solid, it is easy to visualize in log-interpretation (Fig. 10; Fabricius et al. 2005; Fabricius et al. 2007a).

Biot’s coefficient and effective burial stress

Because it is a measure of pore stiffness, the iso-frame value is closely related to Biot’s coefficient (Olsen et al. in press b). Biot’s coefficient, $\beta$, describes the ratio of pore volume change to bulk volume change during hydrostatic deformation. It may be expressed as:

$$\beta = \frac{1 - K_{\text{dry}}/K_{\text{p}}}{\phi} - (14)$$

where $K_{\text{dry}}$ is drained (equivalent to dry) bulk modulus of the rock and $K_{\text{p}}$ is mineral bulk modulus (Biot & Willis 1957). $\beta$ falls in the range between porosity and one:

$$\phi < \beta < 1 - (15)$$

Under purely elastic and isotropic conditions $K_{\text{dry}}$ may be calculated from the velocities, $v_{Pd}$ and $v_{Sd}$, and density, $\rho_{d}$, of the dry rock:

$$K_{\text{dry}} = v_{Pd}^2 \rho_{d} - 4/3 v_{Sd}^2 \rho_{d} - (16)$$

For pure chalk $K_{\text{p}}$ is ideally equal to $K_{\text{calcite}}$ and has a value of $71 \pm 6$ GPa (citations in Mavko et al. 1998). For less pure chalk $K_{\text{p}}$ may be modeled from the solid components of the chalk, although equation 14 strictly speaking is defined for a mono-mineralic solid (Gommesen et al. 2007). Where $\rho_{d}$, $v_{Pd}$ and $v_{Sd}$ are known for fluid saturated chalk, $K_{\text{dry}}$ may be estimated via Gassmann substitution (Gassmann 1951). Where only $\rho_{d}$ and $v_{Pd}$ are known, as is the case for the samples from the deep sea plateaus, $K_{\text{dry}}$ may be estimated via iso-frame modeling (Fabricius et al. in press).

With increasing pore stiffness, Biot’s coefficient decreases while iso-frame value increases, so the compiled chalk data show that pores tend to stiffen with declining porosity (Fig. 9, 11). The data also show that samples from Valhall and South Arne tend to be relatively stiff for a given porosity, indicating the effect of pore-stiffening, porosity-preserving ce-
Fig. 9. Elastic moduli versus porosity for water saturated and dry chalk. All samples are chalk with more than 90% carbonate. (A), (B) P-wave modulus, M, as calculated from P-wave velocity and density. (C), (D) Shear modulus, G, as calculated from S-wave velocity and density. Water saturated M include data from ODP, mainly Site 807. G and dry M only include data from the North Sea. On each figure, iso-frame curves are shown in intervals of 0.1 ranging from 0 (lowest) to 1 (uppermost curve).

mentation, probably taking place after petroleum introduction (Fig. 9, 11). Warpinsky & Teufel (1992) found that $\beta$ calculated from density and sonic velocities tends to be lower than when measured by geotechnical experiments.

Terzaghi’s effective stress law (eq. 1), may in the isotropic case be reformulated as:

$$\rho' = \rho - \beta U$$

(for a discussion see Nur & Byerlee 1971). The equation describes how as cementation increases, the pore pressure will be less effective in counteracting the outer stress. Although the stress law only applies strictly under ideal conditions, it may be used to discuss the effect of burial diagenesis (Fig. 7, 8). When effective stress is calculated by taking Biot’s coefficient into account, the porosity decrease with stress follows a smooth trend for samples from water saturated chalk, whereas samples from hydrocarbon-
bearing intervals have relatively high porosity (Fig. 7, 8). As discussed above, the porosity-reduction may have been arrested at shallower burial as a consequence of the introduction of hydrocarbons (Fabricius et al. in press). When Terzaghi’s law is used in its original form, the porosity covers a wide range for a given effective stress as a reflection of difference in texture. When Biot’s coefficient is taken into account, the range narrows because wacke- and packstones tend to have higher $\beta$ for a given porosity than mudstones (Fabricius et al. in press).

In the burial-stress interval dominated by mechanical compaction, the iso-frame value modeled from $v_p$ and $\rho_b$ is low and the estimated $\beta$ consequently close to one, so that the two effective stress curves are similar (Fig. 7, 8). In the transition zone, the porosity reduction is arrested, whereas IF increases as a consequence of the pore-stiffening cementation. In the pure chalk of the Ontong Java Plateau, the transition zone begins at an effective stress of 4 MPa, in the silica rich Caribbean Site 999, the transition zone is met already at c. 2 MPa. The transition zone is easy to see when effective stress is calculated according to Terzaghi, but barely noticeable when $\beta$ is taken into account. Subsequent pore-filling cementation is
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Fig. 10. Interpretation of core and logging data from Valdemar field. (A) Permeability from core analysis compared to permeability as calculated from density and natural gamma ray logs calibrated by core data. (B) Log of volumetric composition of the rock, based on petrophysical log interpretation and on iso-frame modeling. (C) Pseudo water film thickness is water saturation normalized to specific surface of pores. It is here calculated from core and from logging data. FWL is the free water level which may be estimated from the trend of the pseudo water film thickness (Larsen & Fabricius 2004). (Modified after Fabricius et al. 2005).

Fig. 11. Biot’s coefficient versus porosity for North Sea field and water zone chalk samples with more than 90% carbonate. Iso-frame lines are shown in intervals of 0.1, ranging from 0 (uppermost) to 1 (lowest curve).
reflected in a marked increase in IF and porosity reduction. The cementation front is easy to see from thermal maturation, TTI, and from effective stress according to Terzaghi.

The porosity reducing processes are thus best described when using TTI and Terzaghi’s law, whereas the elastic properties of the resulting rock follows a simpler trend when taking \( \beta \) into account. During mechanical compaction, particle bridging cement, if present, is broken, and \( \beta \) is consequently 1. Similarly, stylolites are mechanically similar to open fractures because no cement bridges across the stylolite, so at the stylolite \( \beta \) is 1. By contrast, the chalk hosting the stylolite is cemented and \( \beta \) consequently lower than 1 indicating that it is under higher effective stress than the stylolite (Fabricius et al. in press).

**Chalk petrophysics**

Basic petrophysical parameters describing the chalk as a reservoir for fluids are porosity, permeability and capillary entry pressure (Fig. 12). The permea-
Fig. 13. Influence of carbonate content on porosity trends for (A) permeability and (B) equivalent inverse pore radius trend for capillary entry pressure. Red circles refer to images in Fig. 14. The inverse pore radius has been chosen for representation rather than the hydraulic radius, so that the linear relationship between $S/\phi$ and capillary entry pressure for pure carbonates becomes apparent. As evidenced from Fig. 12, the overall trend form high porosity and permeability to low values, reflects burial diagenesis.

\[
k = 0.52 k_a^{1.083}
\]

where a permeability unit of mD is assumed (1 mD is close to $0.9869 \times 10^{-15} \text{ m}^2$). The Klinkenberg permeability may also be derived experimentally by measuring gas permeability at a series of gas pressures. The Klinkenberg permeability is a property of the porous rock only and independent of liquid properties. The capillary entry pressure is the pressure required for a non-wetting fluid to enter a porous material saturated with a wetting fluid. It is here given for a mercury liquid-vapor system in the unit of psi (1 psi is close to 6.89 kPa). The capillary entry pressure may be re-calculated to a water-hydrocarbon system (Anderson 1987; Aguilera 2002). This is not done here due to the difference in pore water and hydrocarbons among the studied sites.

Porosity declines with increasing effective burial stress, and permeability also tends to do so at effective stress above 10 MPa. For a given effective stress, resulting porosity is correlated to composition of the solid phase. In the interval of mechanical compaction, mixed sediments among the studied samples tend to have higher porosity but lower permeability than the purer carbonate ooze (Fig. 12). Below the cementation front, depositional texture and carbonate content are reflected in porosity and permeability, so that poorly sorted chalk tends to have lower porosity and permeability for a given effective burial stress (Fig. 6, 12; Fabricius \textit{et al.} 2007b). An unequivocal effective stress trend cannot be seen for capillary entry pressure among the studied samples (Fig. 12).

Porosity and permeability are related, but not simply so. Whereas depositional texture has significant influence on the porosity, the permeability is expected to be related to porosity and pore radius (or rather cross sectional pore area-sometimes referred to as pore throats) of the chalk (Fig. 13, 14). Capillary entry pressure is expected to be indirectly related to porosity, because it is controlled by the pore radius. Pore radius is most simply described in terms of porosity and specific surface, which are both easy to measure. Because porosity describes pore volume and specific surface describes pore surface, in combination they define pore radius in an ideal system. Specific surface is generally measured on dry powder and calculated from the adsorption isotherms for liquid nitrogen (Brunauer \textit{et al.} 1938, thus the method is referred to as BET) and a reproducible value.
may be obtained for dried chalk (Clausen & Fabricius 2000). The specific surface measured by BET, $S_{\text{BET}}$, is normally reported in area per solid mass or $m^2/g$, but for discussion of pore radius it must be normalized to bulk volume, because porosity and permeability both refer to bulk volume. The specific surface, $S$, becomes:

$$S = S_{\text{BET}} \rho_{\text{calcite}} (1-\phi)$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

And the equivalent hydraulic radius becomes:

$$\phi / S$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

In tubular parallel pores, hydraulic radius then becomes half the pore radius. We consequently find a positive relationship between capillary entry pressure and $S/\phi$ for pure chalk, whereas chalk with a significant content of silica and silicates for a given porosity has a relatively high capillary entry pressure as a reflection of relatively low homogeneity (Fig. 13; Røgen & Fabricius 2002).

In accordance with Kozeny (1927) the permeability may be expressed:

$$k = c \phi (\phi / S)^2 = c \phi^3 / S^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

Mortensen et al. (1998) modeled $c$ as a function of $\phi$ by deriving an equation for permeability in orthogonal penetrating tubes allowing flow in three directions, but where only flow in the direction of the overall pressure gradient is taken into account. Pressure equilibration in directions perpendicular to the pressure gradient is thus assumed instantaneous. For circular tubes Mortensen et al. (1998) obtained:

$$c = \left( \frac{4}{3} \cos \left( \frac{1}{3} \arccos \left( \frac{8}{\pi} - 1 \right) + \frac{4}{3} \pi \right) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

Equation 22 predicts $c$ of 0.21 at 20% porosity and $c$ of 0.27 at 60% porosity. The advantage of the model is that it avoids a concept of hypothetical winding pores, which matches poorly with petrography. By using this model Mortensen et al. (1998) found that $k$ for chalk may be predicted from Kozenys equation without introducing empirical factors. This must be a consequence of the relatively high homogeneity of chalk at the scale where permeability is measured in the laboratory. So in spite of large textural variations, chalk is surprisingly homogeneous with respect to petrophysical properties—probably a consequence of relatively uniform size and smoothness of the single calcite crystals in a given sample.

Permeability and capillary entry pressure are large-

ly controlled by porosity and specific surface and we find accordingly that samples with less than 90% carbonate tend to have relatively low permeability as a reflection of larger specific surface of the silicates (Fig. 13, 14; Røgen & Fabricius 2002), and that for a given porosity samples with 80-90% carbonate have higher capillary entry pressure than purer carbonate (Fig. 13; Røgen & Fabricius 2002). At effective stress up to 10 MPa, permeability apparently hardly decreases and may even have a tendency to increase, in spite of the falling porosity (Fig. 12). The permeability from this stress-interval was calculated from Equation 21, so the apparent tendency reflects the dropping specific surface as the chalk re-crystallizes. With respect to texture, it appears that samples with sorted matrix, but a wackestone microtexture tend to have high permeability for a given porosity, whereas samples with low permeability for a given porosity, tend to have mudstone texture, but a poorly sorted matrix (Fig. 13). It should be borne in mind, that fractured chalk is not homogeneous at the scale of permeability measurement and will tend to have relatively high permeability. It is also noteworthy that although stylolites mechanically act as fractures, stylolites as they are typically found in reservoir chalk probably only have significant positive influence on permeability when they are associated with open fractures (Lind et al. 1994). A negative influence on permeability perpendicular to stylolites where the clay drape is a relatively thick is conceptually logical and has been inferred by several authors (e.g. Safaricz & Davison 2005).

The reservoir quality of North Sea chalk varies among fields and formations, as illustrated by permeability-porosity cross plots (Fig. 15; Fabricius et al. 2007b). The Tor Formation samples tend to have higher porosity, and for a given porosity to have higher permeability than the samples from Ekofisk Formation, and among the samples from Tor Formation, samples from Gorm field tend to have highest permeability for a given porosity, whereas samples from South Arne field tend to have lowest permeability (Fig. 15). This difference in reservoir properties is reflected in the specific surface (Fig. 16). By comparing the specific surface of a sample to the specific surface of the non-carbonate fraction (insoluble residue) we find that for the regional water zone samples, the carbonate have close to zero contribution to $S_{\text{BET}}$. This is probably due to the high degree of pore-filling calcite-cementation in the water zone, which causes the calcite phase to have small specific surface. The relatively high $S_{\text{BET}}$ of these samples is caused by the content of smectite-chlorite (refer Fig. 6). The samples from Dan and Gorm are mainly from the Tor Formation. The carbonate phase contributes
Fig. 14. Backscatter electron micrographs of polished North Sea chalk at two magnifications illustrating textural control on porosity and permeability. (A) Sample with mudstone texture from the water zone in the Hod Formation of the well West Lulu-1. Depth 3361 m tvd. The sample contains 93% carbonate, porosity is 6.3% and Klinkenberg permeability is 0.0006 mD. Biot’s coefficient is 0.35. (B) Sample with wackestone texture from the water zone in the Hidra Formation of the well Gert-1. Depth 3877 m tvd. The sample contains 74% carbonate as well as probably authigenic quartz crystals (grey). The carbonate cement filling microfossils contains a small concentration of Fe and thus has a lighter grey color. Porosity is 6.9% and Klinkenberg permeability is 0.012 mD. Biot’s coefficient is 0.53. (C) Sample with laminated mudstone/wackestone texture from the Ekofisk Formation of the Ekofisk field, well 2/4 K4. Depth 3062 m tvd. The sample contains 49.8% carbonate plus a substantial amount of submicron-size quartz (grey), porosity is 21.7% and Klinkenberg permeability is 0.013 mD. Biot’s coefficient is 0.92. Wite crystals are pyrite. (D) Sample with wackestone texture from the Tor Formation of the Gorm field, well N-22X. Depth 2186 m tvd. The sample contains 98% carbonate, microfossils are cemented, porosity is 21% and Klinkenberg permeability is 0.52 mD. Biot’s coefficient is 0.64. (E) Sample with mudstone texture from the Ekofisk Formation of the Tyra field, well E-5X. Depth 2025 m tvd. The sample contains 85% carbonate, porosity is 38% and Klinkenberg permeability is 0.55 mD. Biot’s coefficient is 0.93. Molds after probably siliceous fossils are widespread as black holes in the low magnification image, whereas submicron size quartz particles are visible in the high magnification image. Microfossils are partly calcite-cemented. (F) Sample with wackestone texture from the Ekofisk Formation of the Ekofisk field, well 2/4-K4. Depth 3038 m tvd. The sample contains 97% carbonate, porosity is 40% and Klinkenberg permeability is 4.0 mD. Biot’s coefficient is 0.96. Dolomite is visible as grey rhombs, and moldic porosity is noted as single black holes in the low magnification image. Single submicron size quartz particles are visible on the high magnification image. (G) Sample with mudstone texture from the Tor Formation of the Valhall field, well 2/8-A2. Depth 2473 m tvd. The sample contains 97% carbonate, porosity is 50% and Klinkenberg permeability is 5.5 mD. Biot’s coefficient is 0.97. Calcareous microfossils have maintained intra-fossil porosity, whereas siliceous microfossils (dark grey) are poorly preserved.
around 0.9 m²/g to $S_{\text{BET}}$ whereas a modest smectite content may give up to the same contribution to $S_{\text{BET}}$ for the Dan field samples where capillary entry pressure is directly predictable (Fig. 16). Samples from the Ekofisk field generally follow the trend of the Dan field, although they are more scattered as a reflection of including samples from both Ekofisk and Tor formations. The Tyra field samples are from the Ekofisk Formation and several are poorly sorted as indicated by a relatively low capillary entry pressure (Fig. 16). The carbonate phase contributes around 2 m²/g to $S_{\text{BET}}$ as an indication of relatively low degree of recrystallization. Quartz, kaolinite and smectite contribute up to the same amount. For samples from South Arne field, the contribution to $S_{\text{BET}}$ by the carbonate phase varies between 0.1 and 2.2 m²/g as a reflection of including samples from both Tor and Ekofisk Formation, but the pure carbonate samples indicate that not only a relatively high content of silica and kaolinite but also a small crystal size of the calcite contributes to the overall relative low permeability of South Arne chalk.

Fig. 15. Permeability vs. porosity for all samples (A) and as split into formations (B, C). Permeability - porosity trends vary among the chalk fields for Tor Formation samples, whereas the samples from Ekofisk Formation are more scattered and do not show a similar pattern. The curves represent equal BET in m²/g as calculated by using Kozeny’s equation. BET refers to specific surface as measured by nitrogen adsorption. It tends to be higher in chalk from Ekofisk Formation than chalk from Tor Formation.
Because the effect is not related to stratigraphy, it is hardly due to an original smaller crystal size in the chalk-forming fossils or a more intense mechanical breakdown by deposit feeders. The relatively small calcite crystal size in South Arne chalk is thus probably a reflection of the lack of pore filling cementation (overgrowth), indicating that although the pore-stiffening cementation causes South Arne chalk to have high elastic moduli for a given porosity, the high porosity is not fully reflected in a higher permeability.

Reservoir quality of chalk matrix

Porosity of newly deposited calcareous ooze of chalk facies is high, around 70%. Before the chalk reaches the cementation front at an effective stress of 5–10 MPa, chalk porosity is mainly controlled by the degree of mechanical compaction. This process will vane as recrystallization causes formation of contact cement and the chalk stiffens. At sufficient effective stress, pressure solution of stylolites adds Ca and carbonate ions to the pore water and pore-filling cementation may set in. After the onset of pore-filling cementation, overall porosity drops, but the deposi-
tional texture of the chalk will have a large influence on chalk porosity because microfossils tend to become completely filled by cement. Chalk mudstones thus tend to be more porous than wackestones or packstones. The picture is complicated because the sorting of the mud-matrix also plays a role, so that silicate rich chalk tends to have low porosity. Re-deposited, clast bearing chalk may have high or low porosity depending on the microtexture and sorting of mud-matrix.

In hydrocarbon-bearing chalk, depth-wise porosity reduction tends to be arrested, so that porosity remains high for a given burial. This may be due to hydrocarbon-adsorption to the silicates of stylolites, which will prevent pressure dissolution and thus close the local source of Ca and carbonate ions. Under these conditions cementation requires diffusion from the water zone. This process may be slow, because the diffusion has to take place in the thin water film coating the pore surface in the hydrocarbon zone. In the absence of stylolites, it may be inferred that porosity can remain high during burial, even where no hydrocarbons are present.

Permeability and capillary entry pressure of chalk is controlled by porosity and the specific surface of the chalk. The specific surface is primarily due to the content of fine grained silica and clay, especially in cemented chalk. In chalk where degree of recrystallization is relatively low, the specific surface of the calcite plays a significant role.

Interpretation of elastic moduli

Upper bounds for the static elastic moduli of the chalk may be predicted directly from dynamic moduli calculated from the sonic velocity and density. Iso-frame modeling of elastic moduli allows quantification of the degree of pore-stiffening cementation. The model implies that for chalk with similar iso-frame value, porosity variation is controlled by sorting as reflected in silicate content and depositional texture. For chalk with similar porosity, variation in iso-frame value implies pore-stiffening cementation. The process of pore-filling cementation will cause porosity to decrease and iso-frame value to increase.

Biot’s coefficient may be calculated from elastic moduli, and if only one modulus is available, by iso-frame modeling. Biot’s coefficient indicates to which extent pore pressure in a given sedimentary rock in a sedimentary basin counteracts the stress from the overburden.

Deformation of chalk

Mechanical compaction and pressure dissolution is controlled by the effective stress defined according to Terzaghis law by assuming Biot’s coefficient equal to one. This is because mechanical compaction involves breaking of possible grain contacts, and because stylolites are mechanically similar to fractures.

Elastic deformation of the chalk upon burial must be calculated from the effective stress by taking Biot’s coefficient into account, because the contact cement and pore filling cement bind the calcite particles together. The effective stress in the chalk between stylolites is thus higher than at the stylolites.

Water weakening of chalk has been explained in several ways. It may occur because in a polar medium less energy is required to neutralize the electrical charges on calcite surfaces exposed by breakage of contact cement or calcite crystals. In a dry or oil saturated chalk the water film bridging the contact cement thus gets a high shear strength, possibly also reflected in a relatively high shear modulus of dry chalk.

Controls on chalk diagenesis

Diagenesis of the chalk follows different trends depending on rate of deposition and content of organic mater. Where deposition is intermittent, microbial action dominates, and carbonate or apatite-cemented hardgrounds form. Where organic matter is relatively abundant concretions of pyrite and barite may form by microbial action. Where the sediment is rich in opal, chert nodules may also form at this stage, possibly helped by microbial action.

Where deposition is continuous and content of organic matter is sparse, microbial action vanes after removal of the organic matter of the carbonate ooze, and pyrite and barite are generally found as dispersed crystals rather than concretions. Subsequent diagenesis probably takes place in equilibrium with the pore water as controlled by time, increasing temperature, and increasing burial stress. The main action of pore pressure is to counteract the stress from overlying sediments.

Silica and chert

The burial diagenesis involves recrystallization of the calcite; gradual time- and temperature controlled transformation of silica from opal-A to opal CT to quartz; and transformation of clay minerals. The silica transformation involves dissolution of opal-A and
re-precipitation of opal-CT which is transformed to quartz. The diagenetic quartz will appear as submicron-size dispersed crystallites or where silica is a dominating constituent as chert. In spite of a relatively high silica content chert may be rarer and dispersed silica more common in chalk dominated by burial diagenesis as opposed to chalk dominated by early bacterial action.

Clay minerals and stylolites

The clay mineralogy varies regionally and with depth indicating differences in provenance probably combined with a depth-wise diagenetic transition from smectite to mixed smectite-illite, and further to smectite-chlorite.

The transformation of clay minerals involves re-precipitation and the formation of flaser structures or where clay is more localized formation of stylolites. These structures form the target for pressure dissolution at sufficient effective stress (above 3–5 MPa). By this process calcite is dissolved and may re-precipitate.

The re-precipitation of calcite is influenced by the silica diagenesis. Where opal is a major constituent and the pore water is rich in silica, Ca-silica complexes may form and retard pore-filling calcite cementation. The course of action depends on the content of silica, temperature and age of the chalk, when pressure dissolution begins. The onset of calcite cementation may be seen as a cementation front drastically reducing chalk porosity.
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Dansk sammendrag

nes flintlag. Lemineralier vil også kunne opløses og genudfældes som mikrostylolit-zone (flaser-strukturer) eller stylolitikim.


Når den mekaniske kompaktion er kløget af afhænger den videre udvikling af tilstedevarerelsen af stylolitikim, for når den effektive spænding bliver høj nok kan der her ske tryklopløsing af calciten, hvor den presses ned mod lemerinalernes elektriske dobbeltlag, som kan lede Ca-ioner. Porevandet tilføres altså herved Ca-ioner og ofte vil stylolitdannelsen derfor gøre at kalkens porer fyldes mere eller mindre op med calcit cement. Hvis kislen endnu ikke er omdannet til kvarts, kan porevandets indhold af silicium være forholdvis højt og udfældningen af calcit kan forsinkes på grund af dannelsen af Ca-silikatkomplekser i porevandet. Mangler stylolitikim, vil formen af lemerinaler, må det forventes at kalken kan bevare høj porositet til dybere begravelse end normalt.


Kalkens elastiske egenskaber kan modelleres ved hjælp af effektiv medium-teori ud fra elastiske moduli be- regnet ud fra lyd hastighed og densitet. Tages poro- siteten i betragtning kan de øvrige elastiske moduli forudsiges ud fra en enkelt modulus, og det er muligt for forudsige, hvordan moduli ændres med ændret porevæske. Modellering af elastiske moduli gør det muligt at definere en faktor, der beskriver kalkens grad af cementering.
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